Errata items continue to be evaluated and will be posted after agreement by the DCI membership that the specific erratum needs to modify the DCI Digital Cinema System Specification, version 1.2. Suggested erratum issues may be emailed to dci.info@dcimovies.com. Please include “Errata” in the subject line.

## DCI SPECIFICATION ERRATA LISTING

### 26 January 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Erratum Number</th>
<th>Spec 1.2 Page</th>
<th>Section(s) Affected</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 88             | 35            | Section 3.4.2.3     | The second paragraph is replaced with:  
For example, a DCP containing a 4K master will require 4K PNG files and no other resolution PNG files. When played on a 2K projector, it is the responsibility of the 2K projection system to downsample the 4K PNG files such that they display with the correct size with respect to the image data. And, a DCP containing a 2K master will require 2K PNG files and no other resolution PNG files. When played on a 4K projector, it is the responsibility of the 4K projection system to upsample the 2K PNG files appropriately. |
| 89             | 128           | Section 9.4.6.2     | Item 3b is replaced with:  
When the KDM’s ‘ForensicMarkFlagList’ indicates the "no FM mark" command, the FM device(s) shall enter a full bypass mode, and shall not alter the content essence for the associated encrypted DCP. |